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COLLISIONS ARE OF FIRST CATEGORY1

DONALD G. SAARI

ABSTRACT.    It is shown that the set of initial conditions leading to

collisions in the  72-body problem of Newtonian mechanics is of (Baire)

first category.

1.  Introduction.  Motivated by a conjecture due to Littlewood [ 1, Prob-

lem 13], it was shown in some earlier papers [ 3], [ 4] that the set of initial

conditions leading to collisions in the  72-body problem of Newtonian mech-

anics is small in the sense of (Lebesgue)  measure.  Here we shall show

that this set is small in a topological sense; namely, we shall show that

this set is of (Baire) first category.  The combination of the two results gives

us the following statement.

Theorem 1.   The set of initial conditions leading to collisions in the

n-body problem has (Lebesgue)  measure zero and is of (Baire) first category.

The result holds as stated whether physical space is a plane or a three

dimensional space.  It does not hold for the linear 72-body problem; that is,

where physical space is a straight line.  (In this setting it is known that all

initial conditions lead to collisions.  However, the statement does hold in

the linear 72-body problem for the set of initial conditions leading to collisions

where at least four particles collide at the same point in physical space.)

Phase space can be considered as being either the full phase space  (R

for the three-dimensional problem, R       for the planar problem), or the re-

duced phase space which is obtained by fixing the center of mass of the sys-

tem.

With the above choices for phase space and the dimension of physical

space, we shall prove

Theorem 2.   The set of initial conditions leading to collisions is of

first category.
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We now state some of the known results as lemmas.

Lemma 1 [3]) Í4].  The set of initial conditions leading to collisions

has (Lebesgue)  measure zero.

The combination of Theorem 2 and Lemma 1 yields Theorem 1.

The major difficulty in the proof of Theorem 2 is the possible existence

of noncollision singularities, where we say that a solution has a noncollision

singularity at time  t     if at least one position vector does not approach a

definite limit in an inertial coordinate system as  t —> t .

Before we characterize the behavior of the two types of singularities,

we introduce the following notation.  Assume there is an inertial coordinate

system.  Let  272,, r,, and  v,   denote, respectively, the mass, position vector,

and velocity vector of the  &th mass.   Let  2/ = —muT\  anc^  27* = ~m,\■,.

Lemma 2 [ 5l-  If a solution of the  n-body problem has a noncollision

singularity at time  t   , then  I—• 00   and lim sup|C  - i|       T = 00  as  t—• t  .

Here e  is any positive constant.

That is, this type of a singularity is characterized by motion becoming

unbounded in physical space in finite time.

Lemma 3 [ 2],   If a solution of the  n-body problem has a collision singu-

larity at time  t , then  I has a definite limit and  T ~ A/|/ - t  \ as

t —• t , where  A   is some positive constant.

We are now prepared to prove Theorem 2,

2.   Proof of Theorem 2.   Assume that the conclusion of Theorem 2 is

false; that is, if set  G  is the set of initial conditions leading to collisions,

then assume that set  G  is of the second category.  Define set  G   , fot

m = 0, ± 1, ± 2,- • -, to be the set of initial conditions with the properties

that (i)   their solutions suffer their first singularity in the time interval

[ 772, 7?2 + l], and (ii)   this singularity is due to collisions.  Clearly, G = U G   .

Since set  G is assumed to be of second category and it is a denumer-

able union of the sets   G   , there exists some integer  272, say  m = N, such

that set  GN  is of second category.  The time reversibility of the system al-

lows us to assume that integer N  is nonnegative.

Let  i?? .1  be an increasing sequence of positive numbers such that

77. —* 00  as  j—-oo.   Define set  G77 i to be those initial conditions  p  such that

(i)   p £ GN  and (ii)   if the solution corresponding to  p has its first singular-
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ity at time  t , then the solution has the property that  l(t) < 77. for  t e\_Q, t ).

According to Lemma 3, the continuity of  I(t)    on the interval [0, t ),

and the fact that 77.—>oo  as  ;'— 00, we have that if p £ GN, then there exists

a term 77 . such that p £ Gvi.  Thus,  GN =  (J Gv>.

Since set  GN  is a set of second category, there is some constant 77 .,

say 77 . = 77, such that the set  G77   is of second category.  Define set  G°   to

be the interior of the closure of set  G77.   By the fact that  G77   is of second

category, we have that set  G° is a nonempty open set.  Therefore, set  G°

has positive (Lebesgue) measure.  Consequently, we have from Lemma 1

that there exists  p £ G° such that  p / G.

There are only two possibilities for initial condition p.   Either the solu-

tion corresponding to p has no singularities in the time interval [ 0, N + l],

or the solution has a noncollision singularity at time  /   e (0, N + lj.  In the

first case, we have from the continuity of solutions with respect to initial

conditions, that for <r > 0, there exists an open ball of initial conditions

centered about p with the property that as long as the solutions exist in the

time interval [O, N + l], they differ from the one given by  p by no more than

c.  The solution given by p is bounded in [O, N + l].  This forces the other

solutions to be bounded as long as they do not encounter a singularity.  How-

ever, from Lemmas 2 and 3, if they did encounter a singularity, then the so-

lution would become unbounded (T is unbounded in either case).  Consequent-

ly, continuity with respect to initial conditions gives us an open ball cen-

tered about p with the property that the corresponding solutions exist in the

time interval [0, N -t- l].  Clearly, this open ball is disjoint from sets  GN

and  G77; leading to the contradiction that  p é G°.

Assume that the solution corresponding to point  p suffers a noncollision

singularity at time  /    e (0, ¡V + l].  According to Lemma 2, there is some

time t, t e (0, t ),  such that  lit) > 377.  Since the solution corresponding to

initial condition p exists in the time interval [ 0, /], we have from the con-

tinuity of solutions with respect to initial conditions, that for any e > 0  there

exists an open ball centered about point p with the properties that (i)   solu-

tions corresponding to points in this ball exist in the time interval [ 0, t],

and (ii)   for any value of time in this interval the solutions differ from the one

given by p by no more than e  units.  In particular, there exists an open ball

centered about p  such that the corresponding solutions have the property

lit) > 277.  Clearly, this open ball is disjoint from set  G77, contradicting the

statement that p e G°.   Since we have contradicted the assumption that set

G  is of second category, we have completed the proof of Theorem 2.
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3.  Set of all singularities.  The set of initial conditions leading to a

singularity at some time is a F     set.  To see this, let SN be the set of

initial conditions leading to a singularity at some time in the interval

[ -N, N], where  N is a positive integer.   The above assertion is a conse-

quence of the following statement.

Theorem 3.  Set S     is a closed set.

Proof.   Assume there exists  p £S      such that  p fÉ. S   .   Then the solu-

tion corresponding to p exists on the time interval [ —N, N\.   But, by con-

tinuity of solutions with respect to initial conditions, there exists an open

ball of initial conditions about  p  such that the corresponding solutions exist

on the same time interval.  This contradicts the existence of point p.
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